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Maybe Lenormand honors the Lenormand tradition with stylized illustrations that convey the core

meaning at the heart of each card. Expanding the 36-card Petit Lenormand, designer Ryan Edward

has created 16 additional cards to complete a 52-card pack, following the heritage of fortune telling

cards based on playing card decks. Set includes 72-page illustrated guidebook with keywords,

meanings and instructions for reading with either 36 or 52 cards.
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Cute as button deck...love the box it came in too...wonderful system easy to learn and the card

stock is especially good.

This deck is absolutely adorable. The images are comprised of sweet little drawings, judiciously

colored, that stay faithful to the Lenormand system symbolism. They are easy to read quickly, such

as via a Grand Tableau. The card size is nice for larger readings using all of the cards, and the

stock is sturdy and durable.The card box is larger as the deck is split in two for storage, which is fine

though it makes stashing the deck in one's purse more challenging (easily addressed with a

drawstring bag). It's a sturdy box with magnetic closure and will hold up for years. Kudos to U.S.

Games for that! Tarot decks often come in flimsy boxes, so this is terrific.The LWB is perfect-bound

and printed in color, so you see color images of the cards, which is terrific. Each card is cited with a

keyword (in big red letters) and is followed with a description of the card, its meanings as well as

what kind of person the card may represent.What's really fun is that this deck comes with extra



cards: 37 to 52, providing a slew of extra meanings to your reading. For example, card 45. is

Sickbed: Illness.If you're a beginner, you can use the first 36 cards to learn and practice the system.

If you're an adept, these extra cards will add some fresh insights and the pleasure of learning. I

have seen another deck that takes this tact of adding similar extra cards, and different card inserts

were used, so I'm unsure how the card inserts were chosen for the added cards (for either deck,

frankly).You can read with the whole expanded deck in a Tres Grand Tableau. The only challenge is

if you use houses in a Grand Tableau, you'll run out of cards for this spread. No matter! You can

buy another deck and use it as a houses layout or you can just jot down the houses on paper or a

reading cloth and reference them as you read.The only downside to this deck is that it does not

include extra significators for the Lady/Gentleman, which I am seeing as a U.S. Games trend with

their Lenormand decks. Some people seeking readings, particular ones covering love/romance, like

to see themselves represented in the cards, and male/female only significators do not support

same-sex readings. So if you read for others more widely, this deck will have its limits in that regard.

I would have given the deck four stars for this, but everything else is so stunning ...

Love this!!

Great

These cards are amazing! I love the cards and the book that described the card meanings. The

illustrations are beautiful and the cards are well made.

Such a surprise. The LWB is useful but at times wanders from traditional meanings. I would

recommend the book by Rana George for interpretations. The cards are refreshing because they

are simple, void of any background distractions. Just the subject with a wisp of color. There are 52

cards here to bring in extras from fortune telling decks published over the years. I'm not certain

"more" is better but some people believe in this. Cards are nice to hold poker size and made of

good card stock. I like the presentation case for cards and book with magnetic closure. Classy.,

Cool deck. Love the simplicity!!

Great Lenormand + deck. I love using it. Very elegant.
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